The present disclosure provides a method, device and system for implementing emergency call override service; wherein the implementation method comprise: a first application server (AS) on a called side receives an initial request message, carrying a service identifier indicating an emergency call override service, from a second AS on a calling side; and the first AS implements the emergency call override service according to the service identifier. In the IMS network architecture, by adding a service identifier, indicating emergency call override service, in an initial request message based on SIP, an AS network element on a called side can implement emergency call override service according to the service identifier, thereby solving the problem that the emergency call override service cannot be implemented in the current IMS network architecture.
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METHOD, DEVICE AND SYSTEM FOR IMPLEMENTING EMERGENCY CALL OVERRIDE SERVICE

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to the field of communications, and in particular to a method, device and system for implementing emergency call override service.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Firstly, the abbreviations mainly involved in this document are defined as follows.

[0004] OSA: Open Service Architecture;
[0005] IMS: IP Multimedia Subsystem;
[0006] SIP: Session Initiation Protocol;
[0007] AS: Application Server;
[0008] UE: User Equipment;
[0009] ISC: IP multimedia Service Control;
[0012] CAMEL: Customized Applications for Mobile network Enhanced Logic;
[0013] CAP: CAMEL Application Part;
[0014] MAP: Mobile Application Part;
[0015] IMS-SSF: IP Multimedia Service Switching Function;
[0016] P-CSCF: Proxy Call Session Control Function;
[0017] S-CSCF: Serving Call Session Control Function;
[0018] Sh: Communication Reference Point between HSS and AS;
[0019] Si: Communication Reference Point between HSS and CAMEL AS (IM-SSF);
[0020] Cx: Communication Reference Point between HSS and CSCF;
[0021] IMS: IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS), as the core technology of the next generation network, provides a universal service enabling platform for future multimedia application with functions of service control, safety function such as authentication and authorization, charging, routing, registration, sip compression and qos supporting etc. IMS is independent from access network, and IMS terminals support SIP protocol. IMS terminals are featured in high intelligence and easy implementation of service development. Furthermore, IMS, supported by packet-switched network, has one great advantage of supporting data service.

[0022] Based on the principle of separating service from control in next generation network, IMS provides, in its service layer, an open interface to access various service servers so that various service providers can provide their respective services to network through a standard interface. Correspondingly, service can be loosely coupled to lower layer of network; this brings a rapid and flexible service development environment. A service framework of IMS is shown in FIG 1. The framework, as shown in FIG. 1, is composed of an S-CSCF and various application servers connected to the S-CSCF through various internal service control interfaces based on SIP. 3GPP criterion provides three kinds of service structures:

[0023] 1) SIP application server;
[0024] 2) OSA service capability server;
[0025] 3) Service application based on CAMEL (IM-SSF, 1M service switching function).

[0026] Normally, when a calling party initiates a call to a called party, if the called party has stated his desire to avoid to be called by subscribing services such as call transfer, absent subscriber service, no disturbance, extension call limit, call forwarding etc., call application server and call control network element will not connect the call, initiated by the calling party, to the called party. Contrary to the above, emergency call override service is such that, if a calling terminal, with right of emergency call override, calls a called party by the approach of using emergency call override accessing code, the call application server and call control network element will execute emergency call override service and directly connect the call to the called party.

[0027] Traditionally, emergency call override service is implemented in Circuit Switch (CS) domain. In this meaning, emergency call override service is an IP Centrex service under soft switch network.

[0028] As shown in FIG. 2, the implementation process of emergency call override service in current soft switch architecture mainly comprises the following steps:

[0029] 1) S201, a calling party terminal A calls a called party terminal B, by dialling in manner of emergency call override. Users A, B belong to a same soft switch, and the dialling manner is dialling service access code plus called number. The service code is a special identifier set by IP Centrex and configured on soft switch, and used for representing emergency call override service.

[0030] 2) S202, the soft switch executes the following service processes after receiving an initial invite request: determining that the call is an inter-domain call and does not need cross-domain; analyzing the service access code; determining it as an emergency call override service; analyzing the service limitation of calling party; if the calling party terminal A has a call override right, then connecting the call to called party terminal B.

[0031] 3) S203, the soft switch sends the initial invite request to user terminal B after executing service process.

[0032] 4) But, a method for implementing emergency call override service is not disclosed currently in the IMS network architecture.

[0033] In the IMS network architecture, the call process is different from that under the soft switch architecture; and the process shown in FIG. 2 cannot implement the emergency call override in IMS network architecture.

[0034] Specifically, the S-CSCF executes a session control function in IMS network architecture; SIP AS, as an application server, is used for finishing service logic operation of multimedia voice and supplementary service of a user. As for a multimedia voice call, the S-CSCF triggers SIP AS through il/c triggering mechanism so as to implement specific service. As for a complete call, the S-CSCF needs to trigger the SIP AS for two times; wherein one is used for triggering an AS on the calling side; and the AS on the calling side finishes the calling side service logic; the other one is used for triggering an AS on the called side; and the AS on the called side finishes the called side service logic. As shown in Step S303 in FIG. 3, when the AS on the calling side finishes calling service logic, the AS on the calling side returns the initial INVITE request for establishing a call to S-CSCF. Then service access code information in called number is deleted, because that the AS on the calling side needs to convert the called number into global routable SIP URI or IP URI, for the global routing of S-CSCF according to called number; thus, the AS on the calling side cannot transmit the service override right of the
calling party to the AS on the called side. As shown in Step 305 in FIG. 3, when the AS on the called side receives the triggering of S-CSCF, it cannot determine whether the calling party has an emergency call override right and whether the call initiated by the calling party requires emergency call override; then the service logic of no disturbance or call forwarding services of called party are executed, thus the call override function is not implemented.

[0035] As shown in FIG. 3, the specific triggering process of basic call service in IMS network architecture is as follows:

[0036] S301, user UE sends a SIP initial INVITE request to its home S-CSCF and starts a SIP session.

[0037] S302, after receiving the request, the S-CSCF on the calling side deduces a service profile trigger (SPT) from the request and checks whether the SPT matches a filter criterion X; if matches, then the S-CSCF forwards the request to home AS1 of the calling party.

[0038] S303, the AS1 executes specific service logic according to ServiceKey subscribed by calling party, and sends the SIP request back to the S-CSCF on the calling side after the execution; and the service related information may be modified.

[0039] S304, the S-CSCF on the calling side searches for home S-CSCF of the called party after receiving the SIP request from AS1 and forwards the request to the S-CSCF on the called side.

[0040] S305, after receiving the request, the S-CSCF on the called side deduces SPT from the request and checks whether the SPT matches a filter criterion Y; if matches, the S-CSCF on the called side forwards the request to home AS2 of the called party.

[0041] S306, the AS2 executes specific service logic according to ServiceKey subscribed by called party, and sends the SIP request back to the S-CSCF on the called side after the execution; and the service related information may be modified.

[0042] S307, the S-CSCF on the called side checks the SIP request sent by AS2 and determines that the request does not match with any filter criterion; then the S-CSCF on the called side searches for a next hop according to normal SIP routing mechanism and forwards the request.

[0043] Based on above mentioned description, the emergency call override service in IMS network architecture cannot be implemented currently.

SUMMARY

[0044] In order to solve the problem in the prior art that the emergency call override service in IMS network architecture cannot be implemented currently, the present disclosure provides a method, device and system for implementing an emergency call override service, which can be applied in IMS network architecture.

[0045] To solve the problem above, according to an aspect, the present disclosure provides a method for implementing an emergency call override service, wherein the method comprises: a first Application Server (AS) on a called side receives an initial request message, carrying a service identifier indicating an emergency call override service, from an application server on a calling side; and an implementing module configured to implement the emergency call override service according to the service identifier.

[0047] To solve the problem above, according to still another aspect, the present disclosure provides another application server (AS), wherein the AS comprises a setting module configured to set a service identifier, indicating an emergency call override service, in an initial request message; and a sending module configured to send the initial request message to an AS on a called side.

[0048] To solve the problem above, according to still another aspect, the present disclosure provides a system for implementing emergency call override service, wherein the system comprises a first AS on a calling side and a second AS on called side.

[0049] The first AS comprises a setting module configured to set a service identifier, indicating an emergency call override service, in an initial request message; and a sending module configured to send the initial request message to the second AS.

[0050] The second AS comprises a receiving module configured to receiving the initial request message from the first AS; and an implementing module configured to implement the emergency call override service according to the service identifier.

[0051] In an IMS network architecture, by adding a service identifier, indicating emergency call override service, in an initial request message based on SIP, an AS network element on a called side can implement emergency call override service according to the service identifier. Furthermore, the method and device of the present disclosure are not limited to inter-domain users in traditional CS domain. Rather, the method and device of the present disclosure can be extended to users outside the domain.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0052] The accompanying drawings here are used for the further understanding of the present disclosure and forms a part of this application; the drawings and embodiments are used for explaining the present disclosure, not limiting the present disclosure.

[0053] FIG. 1 shows a structural diagram of service network of IMS system based on related technology;

[0054] FIG. 2 shows a flowchart of an emergency call override service in soft switch system based on related technology;

[0055] FIG. 3 shows a flowchart of basic call of IMS system based on related technology;

[0056] FIG. 4 shows a flowchart of a method for implementing emergency call override service according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

[0057] FIG. 5 shows a flowchart of a method for implementing emergency call override service according to a specific embodiment of the present disclosure;

[0058] FIG. 6 shows a structural diagram of an application server according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

[0059] FIG. 7 shows a structural diagram of another application server according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;
Fig. 8 shows a diagram of a system for implementing emergency call override service according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Detailed Description

The present disclosure is described below with reference to the accompanying drawings and embodiments in detail. It should be noted that the embodiments of the present disclosure and elements thereof can be combined with each other providing that there is no conflict between them.

The present disclosure provides a method, device, and system for implementing an emergency call override service, which can address the problem of failing to achieve emergency call override service in a conventional IMS network architecture. According to the present disclosure, in an IMS network architecture, by adding a service identifier, indicating emergency call override service, in an initial request message based on SIP, an AS network element on a called side can implement emergency call override service according to the service identifier. Furthermore, the method and device of the present disclosure are not limited to inter-domain users in traditional CS domain. Rather, the method and device of the present disclosure can be extended to users outside the domain.

The present disclosure provides a method for implementing emergency call override service according to an embodiment. Fig. 4 shows a flowchart of a method for implementing emergency call override service according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. As shown in Fig. 4, the method for implementing emergency call override service according to the embodiment of the present disclosure comprises the following steps:

1. S402, a first Application Server (AS) on a called side receives an initial request message from a second AS on a calling side, wherein the initial request message carries a service identifier indicating emergency call override service; and
2. S404, the first AS implements emergency call override service according to the service identifier.

Preferably, the second AS may send the initial request message to the first AS through a Service Call Session Control Function (S-CSCF) entity.

Preferably, the service identifier may be carried in a message header of the initial request message. In this way, emergency call override service can be implemented in basic call process of the IMS network by adding a header parameter in an initial request message based on SIP, with no need of increasing the number of SIP messages. Accordingly, the implementation of emergency call override service will put no additional burden on network flow and system.

Before the first AS receives the initial request message from the second AS, the second AS receives a request message from the calling party, wherein the request message carries a service access code and information related to the called party. The second AS then, in case that the service code is determined to be an emergency call override access code, executes the operation of sending the initial request message to the first AS.

The operation of implementing emergency call override service by the first AS according to the service identifier may comprise: sending the initial request message from the first AS to the called party, to allow the called party to respond to the initial request message and to build a call connection with the calling party. Here, the first AS may send the initial request message to the called party through the S-CSCF entity.

Preferably, the first AS may delete the service identifier in the initial request message and then send the initial request message, with the service identifier deleted, to the called party.

Specifically, the method for implementing emergency call override service may comprise the following steps:

Step A: a home AS of the calling party, after receiving the initial request message, deletes the emergency call override service access code in "Request-line" of the message and returns the message, with the emergency call override service access code deleted, to the S-CSCF. The message returned to the S-CSCF carries a "P-Asserted-Service" header and the Service-ID of the message is set as "urn: 3gpp:mmtel.eco.version1!", which means emergency call override service is needed. Then the initial request message is sent to a home AS of the called party.

Step B: the AS to which the called party attaches, receiving the initial request message with the "P-Asserted-Service" header and the Service-ID of "urn: 3gpp:mmtel.eco.version1!", deletes the header and sends the call to the S-CSCF, without executing service logic of call transfer, call forwarding and no disturbance etc.

Further, before Step A, the calling terminal user initiates an initial request message to build a call. The "Request-line" in SIP message carries an emergency call override service code and called party number information.

When receiving a call from the calling party, the S-CSCF on the calling side transparently transmits the service code and called party information carried in "Request-line" of message in process of triggering the AS on the calling side.

Further, in Step A, the home AS of the calling party needs to determine whether the calling party has a right of emergency call override function.

Further, in Step A, the home AS of the calling party needs to analyze the "Request-line" header in SIP signaling and determine whether the call initiated by current calling party is an emergency call override service.

Further, before Step B, S-CSCF on the called side adds "P-Asserted-Service" header and information that the Service-ID is "urn: 3gpp:mmtel.eco.version1!", into subscription rules of called party.

The present disclosure uses "P-Asserted-Service" header and sets Service-ID as "urn: 3gpp:mmtel.eco.version1!", to indicate that user has the emergency call override function.

The process of the method of the present disclosure are simple and clear, and emergency call override service can be implemented in basic call process of the IMS network by adding a header parameter in an initial request message based on SIP, with no need of increasing the number of SIP messages. Accordingly, the implementation of emergency call override service will put no additional burden on network flow and system.

The process of the present disclosure is described below with reference to the examples in detail.

BNF normal form of P-Asserted-Service header is as follows:

```
P-AssertedService="P-Asserted-Service" HCO- LON P-AssertedService-value
```
[0085] P-Asserted-Service-value=Service-ID *(COMMA Service-ID)
[0086] Service-ID="urn:xxx:xx" urm-service-id
[0087] urm-service-id=top-level "xx", sub-service-id=".">
[0088] application-id) top-level =let-dig [26 let-dig]
[0089] sub-service-id =let-dig [26 let-dig]
[0090] let-dig=ALPHA/DIGIT
[0091] The Service-ID parameter in an embodiment of the present disclosure is expanded, wherein "xxx" is set as "3gpp", "urn-service-id" is set as "urn:mmtel.eco:version1", representing emergency call override service information.
[0092] For example, the header of P-Asserted-Service is set according to the following manner:
[0093] P-Asserted-Service: urm:3gpp:mmtel.eco:version1
[0094] The method according to the following embodiments is applied in the following scenario: user terminal A (calling party) subscribes an emergency call override service, and user terminal B (called party) subscribes services such as call transfer, no disturbance, or call forwarding etc.
[0095] FIG. 5 shows a flowchart of a method for implementing emergency call override service according to a specific embodiment of the present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 5, the method for implementing emergency call override service comprises the following steps:
[0096] [S501] user terminal A calls a called party by dialing an emergency call override function service code first, then user number of the called party. In other words, emergency call override service code and called party number information are carried in "Request-line" of an initial invoice request message.
[0097] [S502] S-CSCF A receives the initial invite request message (which may be deemed as an initial request message), and triggers, based on ifc triggering rule, home application server of calling party A (AS A); this means that the initial invoice request is sent to AS A.
[0098] [S503] AS A receives the initial invite request, and if the service code in "Request-line" is determined to be matched with a pre-allocated emergency call override service access code (which is allocable and allocation of which should be informed to a user subscribing this function) and the user subscribes an emergency call override service, AS A deletes the emergency call override service access code in "Request-line" of the message and returns the message, with the emergency call override service access code deleted, to S-CSCF A. The returned request message carries a service identifier indicating emergency call override service, e.g. P-Asserted-Service: urm:3gpp:mmtel.eco:version1, which means that the calling party A requests to execute emergency call override function. Preferably, the service identifier is inserted into header of the request message.
[0099] [S504] AS A returns the initial invite request message with the service identifier indicating emergency call override service to S-CSCF A after executing the Service logic process.
[0100] [S505] S-CSCF A receives the initial invite request, and sends the message to home service call session control function of calling party B (S-CSCF B) if S-CSCF A determines that, on calling party side, no other application servers need to be triggered.
[0101] [S506] S-CSCF B receives the initial invoice request that requires to execute emergency call override service logic process from S-CSCF A, and triggers, based on ifc triggering rule, home application server of called party terminal (AS B).
respond to the initial request message and to build a call connection with a calling party.

[0112] The present disclosure discloses another kind of application server according to embodiments thereof.

[0113] FIG. 7 shows a structural diagram of another application server according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 7, the application server comprises a setting module 702, configured to set a service identifier, indicating an emergency call override service, in an initial request message; and a sending module 704, configured to send the initial request message to an AS on a called side (e.g. application server shown in FIG. 6).

[0114] The application servers as shown in FIG. 6 and FIG. 7 can implement emergency call override service according to the above mentioned method, therefore no more details are given here.

[0115] The present disclosure further provides a system for implementing emergency call override service according to an embodiment.

[0116] FIG. 8 shows a diagram of a system for implementing emergency call override service according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 8, the system comprises a first AS 802 on a called side and a second AS 804 on a called side.

[0117] The first AS 802 comprises a setting module 702, configured to set a service identifier, indicating an emergency call override service, in an initial request message; and a sending module 704, configured to send the initial request message to the second AS 804.

[0118] The second AS 804 comprises a receiving module 602, configured to receiving the initial request message from the first AS 802; and an implementing module 604, configured to implement the emergency call override service according to the service identifier.

[0119] The implementing module further comprises a sending sub-module 606, configured to send the initial request message to a called party, to allow the called party to respond to the initial request message and to build a call connection with a calling party.

[0120] The system for implementing emergency call override service can implement emergency call override service according to the above mentioned method, therefore no more details are given here.

[0121] According to the present disclosure, in an IMS network architecture, by adding a service identifier, indicating emergency call override service, in an initial request message based on SIP, an AS network element on a called side can implement emergency call override service according to the service identifier. Furthermore, the method and device of the present disclosure are not limited to inter-domain users in traditional CS domain. Rather, the method and device of the present disclosure can be extended to users outside the domain.

[0122] It should be noted that the steps shown in flowcharts and accompanying drawings are executed in a computer system which has a set of computer executable instructions; and the logic sequences shown in flowcharts can be different from the steps shown or described here in some conditions.

[0123] Obviously, those skilled in the art should understand that the modules or steps of the present disclosure can be implemented through a universal calculating device and concentrated in a single calculating device or distributed in a network composed of several calculating devices; optionally, the modules or steps can be implemented through a program code executable by calculating device; thus, the modules or steps can be stored in a storage device and executed by a calculating device, or prepared into a single integrated circuit module, or several modules or steps are prepared into a single integrated circuit module. Therefore, the present disclosure is not limited to any specific hardware or software combination.

[0124] The above mentioned are only preferred embodiments of the present disclosure but not limitation to the present disclosure. Various modifications and variations can be devised by those skilled in the art, and any modifications, equivalent replacements, improvements and the like within the principle of the present disclosure shall fall within the scope of protection of the present disclosure.

1. A method for implementing emergency call override service, comprising:
   receiving, by a first Application Server (AS) on a called side, an initial request message, carrying a service identifier indicating an emergency call override service, from a second AS on a called side; and
   implementing, by the first AS, the emergency call override service according to the service identifier.

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:
   before the first AS on the called side receives the initial request message from the second AS on the calling side,
   sending, by the second AS, the initial request message to the first AS through a Service Call Session Control Function (S-CSCF) entity.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the service identifier is carried in a message header of the initial request message.

4. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:
   before the first AS receives the initial request message from the second AS,
   receiving, by the second AS, a request message carrying a service code from a calling party, and
   executing, by the second AS, the operation of sending the initial request message to the first AS in case that the service code is determined to be an emergency call override service access code.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein the operation of implementing emergency call override service by the first AS according to the service identifier comprises:
   sending the initial request message from the first AS to a called party, to allow the called party to respond to the initial request message and to build a call connection with the calling party.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the operation of sending the initial request message from the first AS to the called party comprises:
   deleting, by the first AS, the service identifier in the initial request message and sending the initial request message, with the service identifier deleted, to the called party.

7. The method according to claim 5, wherein the operation of sending the initial request message from the first AS to the called party comprises:
   sending the initial request message from the first AS to the called party through an S-CSCF entity.

8. An Application Server (AS) on a called side, comprising:
   a receiving module, configured to receive an initial request message, carrying a service identifier indicating an emergency call override service, from an application server on a calling side; and
   an implementing module, configured to implement the emergency call override service according to the service identifier.
9. The application server according to claim 8, wherein the implementing module comprises:
   a sending sub-module, configured to send the initial request message to a called party, to allow the called party to respond to the initial request message and to build a call connection with a calling party.
10. An Application Server (AS) on a calling side, comprising:
    a setting module, configured to set a service identifier, indicating an emergency call override service, in an initial request message; and
    a sending module, configured to send the initial request message to an AS on a called side.
11. A system for implementing emergency call override service, comprising a first Application Server (AS) on a calling side and a second AS on a called side, wherein the first AS comprises:
    a setting module, configured to set a service identifier, indicating an emergency call override service, in an initial request message; and
    a sending module, configured to send the initial request message to the second AS; and wherein the second AS comprises:
    a receiving module, configured to receiving the initial request message from the first AS; and
    an implementing module, configured to implement the emergency call override service according to the service identifier.
12. The system according to claim 11, wherein the implementing module comprises:
    a sending sub-module, configured to send the initial request message to a called party, to allow the called party to respond to the initial request message and to build a call connection with a calling party.
13. The method according to claim 2, wherein the service identifier is carried in a message header of the initial request message.
14. The method according to claim 2, further comprising:
    before the first AS receives the initial request message from the second AS,
    receiving, by the second AS, a request message carrying a service code from a calling party, and
    executing, by the second AS, the operation of sending the initial request message to the first AS in case that the service code is determined to be an emergency call override service access code.
15. The method according to claim 2, wherein the operation of implementing emergency call override service by the first AS according to the service identifier comprises: sending the initial request message from the first AS to a called party, to allow the called party to respond to the initial request message and to build a call connection with the calling party.
16. The method according to claim 15, wherein the operation of sending the initial request message from the first AS to the called party comprises:
    deleting, by the first AS, the service identifier in the initial request message and sending the initial request message, with the service identifier deleted, to the called party.
17. The method according to claim 15, wherein the operation of sending the initial request message from the first AS to the called party comprises:
    sending the initial request message from the first AS to the called party through an S-CSCF entity.
* * * * *